The dormant cells of Mycobacterium tuberculosis may be resuscitated by targeting-expression system of recombinant mycobacteriophage-Rpf: implication of shorter course of TB chemotherapy in the future.
Here we hypothesized that dormant cells of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) may be resuscitated by a new expression system of recombinant mycobacteriophage-resuscitation-promoting factor (Rpf). In this system, gene of targeted Rpf was cloned into mycobacteriophage genome, since mycobacteriophages possess several characteristics, including automatic identification and specific infection of M. tuberculosis. Thus the targeted delivery and endogenous expression of Rpf to the infected area of M. tuberculosis can be realized, followed by resuscitating the dormant cells of M. tuberculosis. Finally, these resuscitated M. tuberculosis can be thoroughly killed by a strong short-term subsequent chemotherapy, which makes the course of TB chemotherapy much shorter in the future compared to simple chemotherapy. Early studies have confirmed that dormant cells of M. tuberculosis can be resuscitated by Rpf in vitro, but so far, there is no report that Rpf can succeed in resuscitating dormant cells of M. tuberculosis in vivo, the reason may be that it is difficult for purified Rpf to remain active in vivo, especially to achieve targeted delivery of exogenous Rpf to the infected area of dormant cells of M. tuberculosis. Mycobacteriophage is a virus, capable of specifically identifying and infecting mycobacterium, such as M. tuberculosis. Several studies show that motif 3-containing proteins have peptidoglycan-hydrolysing activity and that while this activity is not required for mycobacteriophage viability, it facilitates efficient infection and DNA injection of mycobacteriophage (including motif 3 protein) into stationary phase cells. Thus this expression system can achieve targeted delivery and endogenous expression of Rpf to infected area of dormant cells of M. tuberculosis. Finally, we discuss the implication of this recombinant expression system for shortening the course of TB chemotherapy.